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NOMENCLATURE

Fourier Coefficients, equations 3.9,3.10,3.11

Young's modulus

Fourier coefficients, equation 3.15

Fourier coefficients, equation 3.16

total length of contact nip divided by 2

maximum number of terms

radial coordinate

TiRo
outer radius of cylinder

radius of hard core

R;/Ro
nip coordinate, measured from () = 0

extensional stiffness of the sheet

Stress Function

u radial displacement

u ulRo
Uo maximum indentation (a negative quantity)

v tangential displacement

v vlRo
V(1),V(2) peripheral speed of cylinders (1) and (2)

Qn,Qn equation 3.19

fJniJn equation 3.23

fJ displacement of roller center

fop strain in the sheet

foe tangential strain in the elastic layer of the cylinders

K,fJ material constants related to Poisson's ratio

v Poisson's ratio

n one half of the total contact angle

8 angular coordinate

aT radial stress

vii



ar O"r/E

0"9 tangential stress

a9 0"9/ E

T r 9 shear stress

Tr9 Tr 9/ E

IJ-rr coefficient of friction between elastic layers

I-trp coefficient of friction between elastic layer and the sh et

Note: Any departure from these notations in an equation has been explicitly mentioned.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

A web is a thin continuous flexible material. Common web materials are new print, magnetic tape,

and photographic film. Many packaging materials, for example polypropyl ne and polyethylene

come in web form. Web materials are usually stored in the form of rolls.

There are many situations where a web material is driven through two impinging rubber covered

rollers, notable examples are printers, photocopy machines and tape drives. Two case can be

considered. First, the web has no net traction, which is the symmetric case. And second, th web

in the nip is being pulled or pu~hed by a tangential force while it is being driven in a steady state

between the two rollers. The two rollers press against each other (and the web), and give rise to

contact pressures and shear stresses [3]. This project deals with the first case, and the various

considerations that have gone into finding a theoretical solution.

A computer code NIP-SYM has been developed which can output the pressure profiles, interfacial

shear stresses, deformation profiles of the rollers, as well as the velocity ratios of the w b and the

two rollers. The code also considers the possibility that the shear stresses betw en the rollers and

the web could start to exceed the maximum value possible due to friction, in which case there would

be slippage. This would lead to microslip over a small r gion of the nip for larg friction co ffici nts,

to large scale slip for small coefficients of friction. The program is written in 'e', is modular, and

elf contained.

1



CHAPTER 2

THEORETICAL BACKGROUND AND

LITERATURE SURVEY

2.1 Hertz Theory - Normal Contact of Elastic Solids

The first satisfactory analysis of the stresses at the contact of two elastic solids is due to Hertz

(1882) [5]. Two convex elastic bodies are initially just touching each other. The separation betw en

the surfaces of the two bodies is initially h. Then two remote points in the bodies approach each

other with respective displacements of 81 and 62 . This compresse the two urfaces together over a

small region oftotallength 2a called the contact width; figure 2.1. Hertzian contact can be summed

up by the following two expressions. Within the zone (}f contact equation 2.1 is valid, whereas the

inequality 2.2 holds outside of it.

(2.1)

(2.2)

The problem in elasticity can now be stated as follows - the distribution of mutual pr ssure

p(x, y) acting over an area S on the surface of two elastic half-spaces is r quired which will produce

normal displacements on the surface Uzl and U z2 satisfying equation 2.1 within Sand 2.2 outsid

it. Hertz used the following simplifying assumptions to get a solution -

1. The surfaces are continuous and nonconforming.

2. The strains are small.

3. Each solid can be considered an elastic half space.

4. The surfaces are frictionless.

For the simpler case of solids of revolution, Hertz obtained the following xpres ion for contact

pressure that satisfied both equations 2.1 and 2.2 :

(2.3)

The nondimensionalized parabolic contact pressure profile is shown in figure 2.2. From the dis-

2
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Figure 2.1: Deformation Of two convex solids in contact [6).

1.5

o

Hertz Pressure

-0.5 ·1.0 -1.5

2

z/a

Figure 2.2: Stresses generated by Hertz contact pressure [6).
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Figure 2.3: Body (2) in contact with surface layer (1) on rigid substrate (3) [6].

placement compatibility equations (equations 2.1 and 2.2) and the pressur distribution equation 2.3

one can obtain relations between the half width of contact a and Po and betw n a and fJ. Thus

given a, the pressure distribution and deformation profile can be determined. Integration of the

pressure gives the applied load.

2.2 Non-Hertzian Normal Contact of Elastic Bodies:

Here we consider the case when one or more of the Hertzian assumptions are relaxed. The contact of

solids which have surface layers whose elastic properties differ from the substrate are very common;

fur example rubber covered rollers in processing machinery. The basic situation is illustrated in

figure 2.3 where body (2) is in contact with the surface layer (1) on substrate (3). If the thickness

b of the layer is large compared to the contact siz 2a, then the ubstrat has \ittl influ nce and

the contact stresses between (1) and (2) are given by the Hertz theory. For the situation where b

is comparable with or less than 2a, it has been observed that even for cases where the roll rs hav

the same geometry and material, the limited thickness of the layer r suits in a r lative tangential

displacement at the interface which will be resisted by friction.

2.2.1 Elastic Layer on Rigid Substrate Indented by Rigid Cylinder [6]

If the contact width is small compared with the radii of curvature of th bodies, curvature of the

layer can be ignored in analyzing its deformation, and the solids (2) and (3) can be taken to be elastic

half spaces (figure 2.4), For a nearly incompressible layer (II = 0.45 - 0.5), the load-displacement

relation is given below :

p=~
3

(1 _ /1)2

1 - 211
E a3

1 - 1/2 Rb
(2.4)

2.2.2 An Elastic Strip Between Two Elastic Rollers [6J

For a thin strip we can take the pressure distribution to be Hertzian (given by equation 2.3). A

simplified solution to the integral equation for tangential traction q(x) is given below:

_(1-~) !- xq(x) - 1 + Cl' 2a Po (a2 _ x2)1/2

4
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Figure 2.4: Elastic layer indented by a rigid cylinder (v < 0.45) [6].

This expression for q(x) is satisfactory away from the edges of contact, but the infinite values at

x = ±a are a consequence of assuming plane sections remain plane. In fact, the traction fall to zero

at the edges. This is shown in figure 2.5 below:

The direction in which the tangential tractions act tend to depend on the relative elastic moduli

of the strip and the rollers. Thinner trips tend to be sque zed out longitudinally and inward acting

tangential traction arise.

2.3 On Velocity Ratios - Relationship Between Local Speed

and Strain

Assuming stick contact at a point inside the nip, if the common velocity of the two surfac sis V(s),

and the velocity at a point on the perimeter of the roller far away from the nip is Vo, the velo ity

ratio can be written as :

V(s)jVo = 1 + Ee (2.6)

This arises because in the region of the ni p, there is a circumferential strain which changes the length

of the material locally. ow, the roller could be in direct contact with another roller (s e Fig. 2.6)

or a strip. Considering the case of a strip, a similar relation could be written for it :

V(s)jVp = 1 + Ep (2.7)

V(s) is common to equations 2.6 and 2.7. Hence we obtain:

V. IV. = 1 + Ee
pOl + Ep

(2.8)

5



~----+- Complete Slick Shear Dlstrfbution

I---\\---t- Considering Partial Slip

/
/

~ • a radial

Figure 2.5: Theoretical normal p(x) and shear stress q(x) profiles [6].

o

Figure 2.6: A sketch for steady state rotation [14].



(2.10)

2.4 Load Compression Relationships of Rubber Units

A couple of load-displacement relationships for rubber covered roller ar given in this tion. The

were used to validate the IP-SYM code results and to compare how th cod compar d with

Load-Deformation data obtained with rubber covered roller at asu WHRC.

2.4.1 The Lindley relation

The relationship given by Lindley (equation 2.9) [8] tak s care of incr asing rubb r tiffn with

deformation at the nip. The relationship is given below:

where
_ ~l (1+u

1
/

2
) _16 1/2

CtR - 3 n 1 _ U1/2 3 u

and

(
1 + U 1/

2
) 10 U 1/

2
4U

1
/

2

{3R = In - - -- + ----,----,--",.
1 - u 1/ 2 3 (1 - u) 3(1 - U)2

where, u is the nondimensionalized compression of rubber = x/t, x being the penetration and t th

thickness of rubber cover. w is the width of the rubber roller cover and D i the outer diameter.

2.4.2 The Lame Relation

Using Lame's classical theory solution for the elastic stresses in a hollow cylinder subjected to

external and internal pressures, the following equation can be derived [8] :

8EwD 1/ 2x 3/ 2

F=----
3t

where D is the external diameter and x the penetration. w is the width of the rubber cover and t

its thickness.

2.5 Literature Survey

There are numerous investigations of contact of elastic layer-covered cylinders. BentaH and John

son [2] studied free-rolling of dissimilar cylinders and also plane rolling contact of an elastic strip.

Hahn and Levinson [4] studied a layered cylinder in contact with a hard cylinder without friction,

and also for the case of gross slippage. Batra et al. [1] used the finite element m thod to study the

same problem with the layer made of thermorheological material. Soong and Li [12] used th same

stress function approach as used in Ref. [4] to study the contact of layered cylinders with a curled

sheet in the nip. In Ref. [12]' the solution was obtained by the point-matching method, instead of

the Gram-Schmitd orthonormalization method used in Ref. [4].

The present study follows the method outlined by Soong and Li (Ref. [13]) for the steady rolling

contact of two dissimilar cylinders, one drives the other and each cylinder is bonded with a soft

layer of arbitrary thickness. There is a sheet clamped in the nip and moves with the rolling of the

7



Figure 2.7: Notations & Configuration of cylinders (1) and (2)

cylinders. The sheet is incompressible in its thickness, has extensional elasticity but no bending

stiffness.

Local slip is accounted for at each point of contact at the interface by the crit ria that shear is

equal to the Coulomb friction when slip occurs, otherwise, their tangential spe d at the matching

point should be equal. The numerical solution is made easier by using the point-matching method

(referred to from here on as the Collocation Method) as in Ref. [12].

Soong and Li have extended this symmetric study (Ref. [13]) to the asymmetric cas (Ref. [14])

where the sheet in the nip is being pulled or pushed by a tangential force at the tail end whil it is

being driven in a steady state through the nip in the rollers. By increasing th tail force from zero

upward, the analysis shifts from the symmetric case to the extreme case of gross slippage where the

drag force is equal to or greater than the Coulomb friction between the driver and the sheet. Th

project started as a code for this unsymmetric case, however, there are certain complexities and

ambiguities in the formulation, and it was decided that one should proceed with the symmetric case

first, and gain an understanding of the equations and the collocation method. Figur 2.7 gives the

notations.

8



2.6 Objectives and Goals

In this work, the primary objective has been to gain an understanding of the olution of nip m chanic

of rollers using the collocation method developed by Soong and Li [13]. A numerical solution of the

problem is sought in the form of a computer code IP-SYM which yi Ids the normal and shear

stresses on the nip, as well as the displacements. In addition, the code i exp cted to gen rate

Load-Displacement data and the velocity ratios of the rollers and sheet. The po ibility of 10 al

slippage in the nip is taken into account.



CHAPTER 3

FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM

3.1 Stress, strain and displacements

The complete formulation can be found in the paper by Soong and Li (Ref. [12]). Here only the

equations necessary to understand the NIP-SYM code are given along with explanations.

3.1.1 Stress & strain in an elastic layer bonded to a rigid core

Since both the rollers have an elastic layer bonded to a rigid core, stress, strain and displac ment

expressions are given for only one of them. They will be given suitable subscripts (1 for roller # 1

and 2 for roller # 2) as and when the need arises. The basic expressions for stress, strain and

displacements are the same as in Ref. [4, 12, 9].

The symmetric Airy's stress function (wrt B) for the outer soft layer of the roll r can b writ n

as :

U = aolnr+ ~bor2 +eor2 Inr+ (b1r3 +Ct1·-1 +d;rlnr)cos8+

1 00

2dlrBsinB + L(anrn + bnrn+2 + cnr-n + dnr-n+2) cos(n8), (3.1)
n=2

where rand B are coordinates. ao, bo etc. are unknown constants.

The radial, tangential and shear stresses are given respectively by :

(3.2)

and (3.3)

TrU = - :r (~~~) . (3.4)

The corresponding stress-strain relationships in terms of radial and tangential displacements u

and v for an isotropic, elastic material are:

10



ou
E- = KO'r - {30'0

Or

(
u 10V)E - + -- = KO'O - {3O'r
r roO

and

(3.5)

(3.6)

(
10U OV v)E --+--- =2(1+v)Tr O.roe or r

where, E is the Young's modulus of the soft roll layer and K and are relat d to Poi son'

as follows: h' = 1 - v2
,{3 = v(1 + v), in the case of plane strain, and K = 1,{3 = v, in th

plane stre s.

The nondimensionalized quantities are shown below:

- IE - IE - IE - lRo d-'l = J:?:-ld'lIE,O'r = O'r , 0'0 = 0'0 , TrO = TrO r =r, 'Oil

(3.7)

ratio v

case of

- R n - 2 IEan = 0 an , bn = R!JbnlE, n = 0,1,2, . .. , (3.8)

en = ROn- 2enlE, (in = R!JdnlE, n = 1,2, ... ,

u=ulRo, v=vlRo.

From the Airy's stress function 3.1 and the equations 3.2,3.3,3.4 and 3.5, 3.6,3.7 one can derive

expressions for stresses, strains and displacements. One then applies the boundary conditions to

determine the coefficients an, bn,en and (in'

3.2 Boundary Conditions

The boundary conditions at the inner and outer radii of the hard core soft roll, with the radial and

shear stress at the outer radius expressed as two Fourier series, are:

u=v=O
00

frO = L En sin nO,
n=l
00

ar = LAn cos nO,
n=O

ri -
onf = - = R;;

ro

on f = 1, 0 ~ 0 ~ 11';

on f = 1, 0 ~ 0 ~ 11';

(3.9)

(3.10)

(3.11)

where En and An are constants. It is to be noted that, unlike that in Ref. [4], the shear stress at

the nip is, in general independent of the normal stress [13] and micro-slip mayor may not occur,

depending on the speed differential at each point.

11



:

Substituting the stress and displac ent expr ion into qu i n 3.9, 3.10 and 3.11 yield

ao
(It- )R.:

= (It + (3)i't;1 + (It - (3)F4 Ao,

bo =
(It + ;3)R.;1 A

(It + (3)R~1 + (It - (3)R; 0

bl = B""j} B I + B 13
1
Al

CI = B:;} B1+ B23
1Al (3.12)

d1 = B3l B I + B 33
1
Al

al -r - 2 - ( (It - (3)2 )-= -(1t-3{3)Ri bl -(It+{3)R;cI-(1nR;) - 41t +It dl

iin = C;;l\Bn + C;;l~An

bn = C;;2\Bn + C;;l4An

en -. C;;313Bn + C;;314An

dn = C;;4\ En + C;;414A,.

where R.; = RdRo and Bi;l and C;;i~denote the (ij)th elements of the matrices [B]-I and [Cn]-I,

respectively. Matrices [B] and [Cn] are given below:

(61t - 2(3)R; 2(1t + (3)R.;2 -fi-~ ]41<

[B]= 2 -2 {3-I<
41<

2 -2 1 (3-1<
+ 41<

(3.13)

(3.14)

n = 2,3, ... ,00. where,

-[It(n - 2) + (3(n + 2)1R.~n+l) ]

[It(n + 4) + (3n)]R.;n+l)

[It(n + 2) + (3(n - 2)]R;(n-l) ]

[It(n - 4) + (3nJR;(n-l)

n(n + 1) ]

-en - 2)(n + 1)

-n(n-1) ]

-en + 2)(n - 1)

[

(It + (3)nR.;(n+l)
[CI2 ] =

(It + (3)nR.;(n+l)

[

n(n-l)
[C21 ] =

-n(n - 1)

[

-n(n+l)
[C22 ] =

-n(n + 1)

12



3.3 Stress and Displacement at the Contact Arc

To separate the indented zone from the rest of the circumference which i tre -fr e we assuro

that the radial stress and shear stress at the contact zone are expressed by Fourier erie :

= 0

and

(3.15)

'i;"'M tr h- . mtr8
L.Jm=1 w m SIn ----w-

= 0
(3.16)

where M and M are integers. It is to be noted that at the end of the are, 8 = w, both stresse

are zero as required from contact theory.

Since the Fourier series of equations 3.10 and 3.11 cover the entire range of 8, coefficients An and

Bn can be related to hm and hm by the following equations:

M

Ao = L hm ( _1)ffi+\
m=l

An = t h
m

(sin(m1r - nw) + sin(m1r - nw))
m1r - nw m1r - nw

m=l

n = 1,2, ... ,00

Bn
= ~ h-

m
(sin(m1r - nw) _ sin(m1r - nw))

~ n=I,2, ... ,00
m1r - nw m1r - nw

m=l

The radial displacement, in terms of the Fourier coefficients, can b derived to yield

(3.17)

00

ii(8) = o:oAo + L(O:nAn + O:nBn) cosn8
71=]

where with the help of equation 3.12, the coefficients are:

(11;2 - (P)( -Ri + R:- 1
)

0:0 = (II; + {3)Ri 1 + (II; _ ~)~

(3.18)

O:n = -(II; + {3)nC;;/4 - [1I;(n - 2) + {3(n + 2)]C;;2~ + (II; + j3)nC;;3~ + [1I;(n + 2) + j3(n - 2)]C;;l4 (3.19)

n = 2,3, ... ,00.

0:1 is the same as 0:1 except that the second subscript 3 in B i"3 1 is changed to 2. O:n is the same as

O:n except the third subscript 4 in C;;i~ is changed to 3.

13



Equation 3.18, in term of hmand i~m can be written

where,

f( )
-( )m+12sinnw sin(m1T-nw) in(m1T+nw)

m,n - -1 + + -~----'-
nw m1T - nw m1T + nw

f
-( ) sin(m1T - nw) sin(m1T + nw)m, n = - -~------'-

m1T - nw m1T + nw

Similarly, the tangential strain at the surface can be written as

(3.21)

where

00

f.o(8) = ,8oAo + :l),8nAn + ~nBn) cosn8
n=1

,80 = (II; + ,8)(,,:- - ,8)(Ri
1

- R.;) ,
(II: + ,8)Ri1 + (II; - ,8)R;

(3.22)

,8n n(n - 1)(11; + ,8)C;;l4 + (lI:(n2 + 3n + 2) - f3(2 + n - n2 »C;;l4
+ (II; + ,8)(n + n2)C;;3~ + (lI;(n2

- 3n + 2) - ,8(n2 + n - 2»C;;l4 (3.23)

fil is the same as ,8\ except that the second subscript 3 in B;./ is changed to 2. ~n i the ame as

,8n except that the third ubscript 4 in C;;i~ is changed to 3. Similar to equation (3.20), equation 3.23

can be expressed by hm and hm as

fo(8) = j; hm {(-1)m +l,8o + ~,8nf(m,n)COsn8} +t\ hm {?;fini(m,n) osn8}. (3.24)

3.4 Rolling Contact of two CyHnrlers

The previous equations describe the surface stress, strain and displac ments for a cylinder with a

soft layer in contact with other surfaces.

For the present problem, assume the other surface is also the soft layer of a cylinder. Let

subscripts (1) and (2) designate the quantities related to the two cylinders, respectiv ly.

The following two conditions, with respect to the normal pressure and indentation at the contact

point, are always to be satisfied, regardless of whether there is a sheet or not:

(3.25)

(3.26)
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where t is the thickness of the sheet, tio is the indentation at s = 0, and, like the radial displace

ment ii, it is negative when displaced toward the center of the cylinder. The nip line coordinat s

is defined as :

B(I) = sIHa(l)' (3.27)

Differentiation of equation 3.26 yields a relation hip which is independant of tio,

dii(l) dU(2) [-1 -1 ]d:O + d:O = S RO(l) + R O(2) . (3.28)

The other two conditions are related to shear and slip phenomena, and they are d pendant on

whether there is a sheet in the nip or not. In this project, it has been as umed that a heet exi ts

between the two rollers, so only the equations relevant to this case are given here. For the case of

no sheet between rollers, see Ref. [13].

3.4.1 The Case of a Sheet in the Nip

Assume that a thin elastic sheet of infinite length is being driven by the nip of the two ylinders

and there is no net force acting on the sheet. In this case, an additional unknown is introduced 

the speed of the sheet outside the contact arc. Inside the nip, the steady-state speed at any point is

equal to Vp (1 + fp(S)) where Vp is the unknown speed outside the nip zone and €p is the local strain

(see section 2.3). Since the two surfaces of the sheet are subjected to the shear stress from the two

cylinders, we have,

-1 (L O

€p(s) = (tE)p J. [(Efr o)(2) + (EfrO)(l)] ds

where (tE)p is the extensional stiffness of the sheet.

From equation 3.16, equation 3.29 can be written as

M

€p(s) = (t~)p l;«ERohm )(1) + (ERohm )(2») (cosmn - cos ~:s) / m.

At a point s on cylinder (1), if the contact with the sheet is non-slip, we have

(3.29)

(3.30)

(3.31)

which can be approximated by

(3.32)

Differentiation yields
dfp d
dB - ds fO(l) = 0. (3.33)

If the shear is more than what the coulomb friction can produce, we have the slip condition:

(3.34)

where IJ-rp is the friction coefficient between the roller and the sheet.
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Similarly, for cylinder (2) we have either

Vp
r;:- = 1 - f p + f9(2)'
Y(2)

which is approximated by
dfp d
- - -f9(2) = O.ds ds

or the slipping condition,

3.5 Solution by the Collocation Method

(3.35)

(3.36)

(3.37)

It has been claimed by Soong and Li [12] that the point matching (collocation) method that satisfies

the matching conditions at a number of discrete points on the contact arc is a much impl r technique

and has an accuracy comparable to the Gram-Schmidt orthonormalization method used in Ref. [4],

which solves for the coefficients hm in series form. One of the objectives of this project has been to

try and understand the intricacies of implementing this collocation method.

For the collocation method, we assume that the contact arc has a semi contact length of Lo
(symmetric about roller centerline). The contact arc is equally divided into N subdivisions. Thus,

there are N - 1 intermediate collocation points, plus two end point at 8 = 0 and 8 = Lo.

We need to match the number of available equations with the number of unknowns. Th un

knowns are the coefficients h m and hm for both the rollers (1) and (2), the roller interference uo,

velocity ratios~ and ~. However, the last three variables are differentiated out of equations 3.26,
yell Y(2)

3.32 and 3.35 to yield equations 3.28, 3.33 and 3.36. The coefficients hm and hm are first solved, and

then they are substituted in the equations 3.26, 3.32 and 3.35 to obtain the remaining 3 unknowns

u J::'.e.... and J::'.e....
0, \1(1) V(2)'

The equations are set up as follows. For the mid point (an end point du to symm try), on only

needs to satisfy the normal stress equality equation 3.25. Also for the end point of contact there

is also only one equation to be satisfied 3.28. (At the e end points, the other equations effectiv ly

become of the form 0 = 0). For the intermediate point 1 all the four equations 3.25, 3.28, 3.33

and 3.36 must be satisfied. This yields 4N - 2 equations. If w choose M = Nand M = N - 1

in equations 3.15 and 3.16, we have again 4N - 2 number of unknown coeffici nts (considering

both rollers). Thus the system of equations can be solved. Here, we assume that the known input

parameter is the half length of nip contact Lo.
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CHAPTER 4

ELUCIDATIONS ON THE

COLLOCATION METHOD OF

SOLUTION

4.1 On the Airy's Stress function and its Solution

The stress function is derived based on purely elastic continuum mechanics principle (Ref: [9]),

hence the structural behavior should be expected to be linear. This should not be taken to mean

however that any load-displacement relationship is linear as well. The contact width increases with

load, hence the load-displacement curve shows a stiffening effect. However, the code does not take

into account any compression induced stiffening of rubb r properties. This has be n taken into

account by a simplified analytical study by Lindley (see section 2.4.1).

4.2 Displacements are from an Eulerian Point of View

When we talk about displacements of the rubber in the nip region, it should b understood that

this is an Eulerian displacement. That is, a material point rolls around, and henc has a velocity,

but here attention is focused on a region in space. If a steady state situation is consid r d, a spatial

point will have an unwavering value of displacement, almost like the displacement of a material point

of two rollers that are pressed together statically.

4.3 Known, and to be Computed Parameters

The normal tendency is to assume that the load pressing the two rollers together is the input

parameter (apart from the geometries and properties of the rollers and strip). However, in the

formulation considered here, it is found that it is easier to take the semi nip length £0 as the given

quantity, from which all other parameters can be evaluated. For example, the nip load can be

found by integrating the radial pressure between the rollers. Apart from the stresses, strain and
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displacements, there are three main unknown in this problem - the central overlap (inted r nee)

uo, and velocity ratios ...:.Lv:V: and.::z-. Any of the three quantiti - the central overlap un, radial
(1) Y(2)

nip load P or the semi contact width Lo - could have been used as th known quantity, and the

other two derived from it. The semi nip length is chosen because the length along th nip s i th

primary unknown in all the equations.

4.4 Relation Between the Stress Equations 3.10, 3.11 and

Equations 3.15 and 3.16

The stress boundary condition requires that the normal and shear stresses be prescribed on the

complete circumference of the cylinder. This is expressed as an infinite fourier series (equations 3.10

and 3.11). Stresses on the free surface are zero. The radial and normal stress on the nip are

expressed as a truncated fourier series with much less number of terms (equation 3.15 and 3.16).

This is possible because tht> nip length is very small compared to the complete circumferential length,

and it needs a lot more terms of a fourier series to approximate the stress field on the circumference,

than it takes to describe the parabolic profile on the nip.

The relationship between the coefficients An and hm is obtained as follows :

ar(r=l) =f; Shm [( _l)m+l + cos:0] = Ao +~ An cos nO

For Ao : Multiply both sides of the above equation 4.1 by ~ f; 08.

ltf

Ao = L (-l)m+lhm
m=l

For An : Multiply both side of the above equation 4.1 by ~ fo"" cos k80B.

M 2 l w
, M 2 l w

, m1r8.
An = L ;:;hm(-l)m+l cosnOoO+ L ;:;hm cosn8.cos-;;;-oO

m=l 0 m=] 0

(4.1)

(4.2)

(4.3)

=t ~hm(-l)m+] sinnw + t hm (sill(m1r - nw) + sin(m1r + nw))
w n m1r - nw m1r + nw

m=l m=l

_ ~ [( )m+]2sinnw sin(m1r-nw) Sin(m1r+nw)]
- L.J -1 + + hmnw m1r - nw m1r + nw

m=l

The equations 4.2 and 4.3 derived above are seen to be same as equations 3.17. The relations

for Bn can be derived in a similar way - multiply equation 4.1 on both sides by ~ fo"" cos k808.
Thus, using the equations 3.21, equations 3.17 can be written as :

M

Ao L hm(-l)m+l
m=l

M

An L hmf(m,n) (4.4)
m=l
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Figure 4.1: Plot of f(m,n) for n = 1- 2500 and m = 20 (0 = 6°).

M

En L hml<m, n)
m=l

4.5 On Cl'n, (3n and Evaluation of Strains and Displacements

an shows a decreasing trend with n, but never quite goes to zero. !In on the other hand quickly satu

rates to a constant value. This gives rise to the possibility of certain simplifications in equation 3.24

for the evaluation of circumferential strain on the roller surface. Equation 3.24 is important for the

evaluation of velocity ratios, and since the quantitie of concern h re ar so small in magnitud , the

value of circumferential strain must be properly converged.

Two approaches were adopted to obtain convergent fO (0) [10]. First, it was seen that f(m, n)

and !(m, n) become negligible after around n = 7000. Hence the summation on n, namely, E~=I

can be limited to E:~~ (equation 3.24). Also, since !J saturates, it need not be evaluated beyond

say n = 1000. To give an idea how the functions f(m, n) and !(m, n) behave as a function of th

variable n, they are plotted below in figures 4.1 and 4.2. m has been taken as constant (= 20) in

the figures.

Another approach is to take !J out of the summation in equation 3.24. This can be done as

follows:

00 l~ 00

L !Jnf(m, n) cos nO = L (!In - !JlOodf(m, n) cos nO + !J100l L f(m, n) cos nO (4.5)
n=l n=l n=l

Now, the part remaining inside the summation, namely I:~=J f(m, n) cos nO can be evaluated as a

closed form solution. This saves a lot of computer time. However, no closed form expression could

be found for the other summation, namely, E~=J !(m, n) cos nO. This yields a log singularity, which

cannot be integrated analytically.
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Figure 4.2: Plot of i(m,n) for n = 1- 3000 and m = 20 (0 = 6°).

4.5.1 Considering the First Summation in Equation 4.5

The expression ffJr f(m, n) below hac; been obtained from section 4.4.

00

L f(m, n) cosne
n=l

00 { [ "j}2" 1<01 m7rO" ,
= ;:;-~ 0 (_l)m+l+cos--;;:;- cosn060 cosnO

2 ~ { [ m1r0jl _\<01;:;-~ (_l)m+! +cos--;;:;- ;sinn9
0

(HO)

m7r 1<01 [ m1rO 1 " Aj }+ ~ 0 sin --;;:;- ; sin nOM 0 nO

oo{ [ " j }2 '" m1r 1<01 m1rO 1 " "
;:;-~ ~ 0 sin --;;:;-; sin ne60 cos nO

2m7r 1<01
w2

0

. m1rO ~ 1. "
sm -- ~ - sm nO cos nO 80

w n
n=!,

F(O,O)

2m7r 1<01 sin m7rO F(O,e)60
w2 0 w

Using Mathematica, the analytical expression for F((),O) was found to be :

(4.6)

In general,
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j-i(1T + x) , x < 0

= 0 x = 0

t(1T + x) , X> 0

Hence F(0,0) reduces to the following:

, 0-0<0

&-0>0

which simplifies to,

0-0<0

8-0>0
(4.8)

Now, the expression inside the integral of equation 4.6 can be written as :

18 0 mrrO ~ 1T l w
m1T& A l w 8 m1T& A- - sin --bO + - sin --6(J - - sin --flO

02 w 2 8 W 02 w

1T l w
. m1T8 A 1W 0 . m1T8 A...- - sm --bO - - sm --61)

2 8 w 0 2 w

w w mrre w2

- - cos m1T + - cos -- + -- cos[m1T]
2m 2m W 2m1T

= [~-~] cos m1T + -.:::...- cos m1TO
2m1T 2m 2m w

W (W ) m W m1TO- - - 1 (-1) + - cos -
2m 1T 2m w

Hence the final analytical expression for 2::~=1 f(m, n) cos nO is ;

~ rr (W ) m 1T m1T'OL.J f(m,n) cos nO = - - - 1 (-1) + - cos--
W 1T W W

n=]

4.5.2 Considering the Second Summation in Equation 4.5

A similar procedure is used to obtain an analytical expression for 2::~=1 j(m, n) cos nO.

(4.9)

(4.10)

j(m, n) 21w
m1T'O A A- sin -- sin nObO

wow

sin(m1T' - nw) sin(m1T + nw)

m1T'-nw
u

m1T + nw

~v21w
m1T'8~ A- sin -- sin nO 60

wow

2 . m1T'O 1
-- sm --- cos nO

w w n
(~ 0)

o

2m1T 1 lw m7f8 A A+ -2- - cos -- cos nOM}
w now
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L f(m, n) co nO
n=l

=

2m7r L 1 1"1 m7rO-- - cos -- co n969co nO
w2 n

n=l 0

2m7r 1"1 m7rO L 1-- cos -- - co n9co nO 60
w2 w no n=l

...
G(9.0)

= 2m7r ("I cos m7rO G(O,0)60
w2 10 w

(4.12)

G(O,8) is evaluated in Mathematica as follows. However, the expression thus obtain d for G(O 0)
has a log singularity at 0 = 8 and the integral in equation 4.12 cannot be evaluated analytically

(which limits its usefulness).

• " 1 .G(O,B) = L...J - co nBcosnO
n

n=l

- ~ {In [1 - ei (9+0)] + In [1 - e- i(9+6)] + In [1 - ei(9-0)] + In [1 _ e- i (9-0)] }

ow, in general,

1
= -- [2 - 2 cos x]

4

Therefore,

G(O,8) = -~ {In [2 - 2cos(O + 0)] + In [2 - 2cos(B - 8)]} (4.13)

To give an idea about the nature of the function G(O,O), it is plotted b low (figure 4.3) against

the variable 8.
Hence, in equation 3.24, the first infinite summation is replac d by a finite sum and an analyti al

expression, whereas the second infinite summation is replaced by a finite sum and anum ri al

integration.

4.6 A note on slip

The way equations 3.34 and 3.37 are expressed, they are not amenable to programming. The reason

is that the signs of ar and Tr 9 are not known beforehand when the equations are being set up. On

cannot take the absolute value, as ar and Tr9 are expre sed as a sum of the coefficients hm and hm .

(Absolute value of ar is not equal to the sum of the ab olute value of its coefficients).

The olution i to solve the problem in two steps. In the first step, complete stick i as umed, and

the direction of shear force at each collocation point is noted. It is then a logical assumption that if
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Figure 4.3: Log singularity in function G(9,B).

slip occurs, the direction of shear stress at a point remains unchanged, and only the magnitude of

slip gets limited by the friction law.

Initially it was felt that the slip solution had to be obtained iteratively. However, it was seen

that once a collocation point is determined to be 'slip' or 'stick', its status does not change. Hence,

a two step process is adequate.

It should be mentioned here that 'slip' zones and the shear stress directions ought to depend

on the directions of roller surface velocity, as well as on whether th roll r is th 'driv r' or th

'brake'. The Soong-Li solution [13] seem to yield the solution to the static as, wh n two roll rs

are statically pressed together.
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CHAPTER 5

WRITING THE NIP CODE

5.1 Introduction

The code NIP-SYM is written in 'c' and actually consists of 6 separate files. The first, nip. c, i th

main program. There are 4 ' . c' and 2 ' .h' (header) files in all. Among th other 3 ' . c' files, integ. c

takes care of numerical integration and inverse. c takes care of matrix inversion. The numerical

algorithms have been taken from the book 'Numerical Recipes in C' [11]. The last. c file nrutil. c

consists of array handling routines from this book.

5.2 Equation Setup

It can be seen that every equation necessary in formulating th problem (3.25, 3.28, 3.33/3.34,

3.36/3.37) can be expressed in terms of the unknown coefficients hm and hm . They are set up in th

form [K] {h} = {rh }. Only equation 3.28 provides a non-zero 'rhs'. The matrix equation is th n

solved for the coefficients hm and hm by inverting [K].
All the routines for setting up the equations are called from the function sectionO. This is the

heart of the nip. c program, and a study of this function should give a good idea about the way

nip. c is organized. The functions for setting up the equations in turn call their own functions.

5.3 Matrix Inversion

The actual inversion of [KJ is carried out by the function invK (). The program was taken from

'Numerical Recipes in C' [11] and the reason it looks complex is that it requires dynamic memory

allocation, and has some complicated code that makes all arrays to start with index 1 instead of 0

as is customary for the C language. The function is very accurate, and yields perfect inverses with

matrices of size upto 380 x 380. The capability of the function beyond this was not checked as it

was not required during the solution. It uses the LV decomposition technique.

The main matrix inversion function is stored in the inverse. c file. This file calls the auxilliary

files nrutil. c, nrutil. h 8£ nr .h. nrutil. c contains the functions for creation of dynamically

allocated arrays using the malloc () memory allocation routine.
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5.4 Array Storage

The routines where the displacements, strains and their derivativ are computed have a doubl

summation, first over n, followed by a ummation over m. Th s routines take up a lot of comput r

time because they call the sinO and cosO functions millions of times and computation of sinO

and cos 0 is expensive. Hence these term are computed only once and stor d in array. On

drawback is that these arrays take up a huge amount of computer memory, and the code do not

run on a 32 MB Pentium PC. (Upgrading the memory to 64 MB or higher should solve the probl m).

It needs to be executed on a mainframe computer. To eliminate this problem of larg arrays, effort

was made to store these arrays in direct access (or random access) files. This u es the fseekO

function in C. However, accessing data from random access files turned out to take much time (if

not more) as computing the sinO and cosO functions over and over again.

5.5 The Functions mainO & Restart ()

The function main 0 calls the function sect ion () iteratively. For a single input value of the semi nip

length, it calls sectionO just once. For generating load-displacement data, mainO calls sectionO

iteratively for changing semi nip lengths. The user input needed to setup the solution is also coded

in the function mainO. User is prompted as to whether one or multiple solutions are n ded. If

one solution is all that is needed, next prompt asks for the semi contact angle for the first roller in

degrees. If the input is for multiple angles, the user is not prompted further. Instead the program

assumes that semi nip angle changes from 1 to 6 degrees, and proceeds to call sectionO a certain

number of times. It should be m~ntioned here that although the user may input a round number like

6 degrees for the semi contact angl , the program add a mall fraction to it (eg. 6.000001 degr s)

to avoid a potential situation where a sin § i encountered. However, this value is small, hence do s

not affect the final solution.

Another function called inside mainO i restart O. Once a solution to the coefficients hm and

hm are obtained, there is no need to keep reevaluating it every time an output for a new parameter

is needed. The solution to the coefficients is stored in a file with a large precision, and r ad in when

the restart 0 option is selected. The other option of course is a full run.

5.6 Postprocessing

In general, postprocessing is activated by uncommenting the line containing that function. It may

be obtained in a full run or a restart run. It requires that certain output files be created by nip. c.

This is done by setting some output file flags = 1 in the function filesopenO, which of course

is called by main (). The output files have descriptive names, and a quick look should suffice to

determine which output files needs to be opened for a cetain postprocessing output choice.
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5.6.1 Load-Displacement Output

For the generation of load vs. di placement data, one need to run the nip. c program in a loop,

with a changing value of the input parameter - the semi nip length. This is controlled by the

main function main O. The radial stress is integrated, (assuming a unit length of roller along roller

axi ), and the load output. In addition, the displacement of the roller is output as the central radial

displacement of the collocation point lying on the centerline for roller # 1.

5.6.2 Displaced Shape

This function called prindent () prints out the displacem nts along twice the nip length. The

function indent 0 does the same thing but it prints out displacement only for the collocation

points, and the resulting plot could look jagged if the number of point are mall. indent () was used

primarily for checking the results when the code was being developed. prindent 0 prints the central

interference, as well as the radial displacement for 200 points along twice the semi nip length, in a file

dispprint. out. This data was then postprocessed by two small programs circles. c and disp. c

to generate the displaced shapes presented in this report. circles. c generates the coordinates for

the rigid inner cylinder, and disp. c generates the deformed profile of the rubber over.

5.6.3 Stresses

ormal and shear stresses are output through the routines printsigrO and printtauO. There

are corresponding routines sigr 0 and tau 0 that generated the radial stress and shear stresses on

the rubber surface along the nip at the collocation points, that were primarily used for checking the

code. printsigrO and printtauO printout the stresses for twice the nip length. Th r suIting

zero stress at any coordinate outside the nip demonstrates that the boundary conditions ar satisfied

by the solution.

5.6.4 Velocity Ratios

The velocity ratios are obtained from equation 3.32 and 3.35. It should be remembered that the

velocity ratio equations are satisfied only at the stick points, hence an attempt to evaluate th m at

a slip collocation point will not yield correct answers. The routines VRl () and VR20 handle th

computation of velocity ratios of rollers 1 & 2. A large Young's modulus has b en assumed for the

strip to make the strain in the strip (lOp) equal to zero. This is not necessary, but was used for

validating the code, as in this case a simple inspection of the velocity ratio gives an indication of

the circumferential strain. The ratios do not change over the nip length, and an evaluation at the

mid point of the nip should suffice. However, the routines evaluate the ratios at all the collocation

points (results at slip points will be in error).

5.6.5 Slip

As mentioned previously, slip evaluation is a two step process. Fir t evaluation is a complete stick

solution. The slipO function then determines which of collocation points satisfy the slip criterion,
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and assign flags to them. In the next iteration th e points will use the equation 3.35 and 3.37.

slipO also prints out some quantities of intere t, that were primarily u ed for checking th code.

In this process, the direction of shear stre evaluated in the first iteration is important. and is u d

to determine the form of the slip equations.
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CHAPTER 6

OBTAINING A SOLUTION

Soong and Li in their paper [13] mention that they obtained convergent solution for n = 450, and

that the final linear system in hm and Itm used in equations 3.15 and 3.16 was approximately 40.

The experience in developing NIP-SYM was however somewhat different. This is described in the

sections below :

6.1 Oscillations

When initially attempting a complete stick solution, a high frequency oscillation in the normal stress

at the nip was observed. This is quite high, of the same order as the normal stress, and cannot be

ignored. This results from an abnormally high value of the coefficient h N for both the rollers. This

corresponds to the highest frequency, and the magnitude is a spurious quantity, that is, does not

have any physical relevance. The correct valu of the last coefficient can be obtain d by olving the

same problem with N augmented by 1. This introduces a new spurious last t rm, and the second last

term is the correct last term for the previous solution. It seems to arise from the fact that th re is

one extra term in the equation for normal stress 3.15 (= N) than ther is for shear stress (= N - 1).

This was necessitated to have the number of equations equal to the number of unknowns. There

also seems to be a connection between the individual components of radial and shear stress. Hence

the extra (71. = N) term for radial stress seem to be an artefact of the solution process. For the

stick solution equations, the shear stresses are not directly related to the normal str sses, ie. they

do Dot appear in the same equation, hence dropping the last term for the normal stress coefficient

produces the correct normal and shear stress distributions.

For slip, the situation is more complex, as the shear stresses get directly related to the normal

stresses by the slip equations, and hence incorporate the oscillations as well. This case will be

discussed in the section un slip (see section 6.4.3).

6.2 Convergence

Once a reasonable normal/shear stress profile and a displaced shape at the nip is obtained, one has

to check whether the results have converged. There are two variables to consider ... the number of
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collocation points, and the number of terms in the infinite seri in the tr equations 3.10 & 3.1I.

These are actually related by equation 3.17. That is because etting the number of collo ation

points also fixes the number of terms in the str s equations 3.15 & 3.16. One has to con id r

two fourier erie, the first one defines the stresses over the entire p rimet r (quation 3.10 &

3.11), and the other defines the same stresse but u ing a fourier eries that has a longest period

equal to the semi nip length (equations 3.15 & 3.16). Thu, one need much fewer numb r of

terms for the series with the smaller period. Thi is obvious because th smaller fouri r seri s

has to approximate a smooth continuous profile over the semi nip length whereas the larger one

approximates a discontinuous stress profile - one that i parabolic over the semi nip length and

zero everywhere else on the perimeter. To ensure that both series yield the same an wers, one has to

take enough terms for the larger series to reproduce the highest frequency tress term of the mailer

series (given by equations 3.15 & 3.16). A rough estimate can be obtained by multiplying by the

ratio of (-rrfsemi nip length) but should be checked by using equation 3.17.

However there are situations where the theoretically required number of fourier term in the

larger series need not be adhered to. For example, during slip calculations, a large (100 collocation

points) is needed to bring down the oscillations mentioned above. However this means a very large

number of terms need to be considered for the larger fourier eries. But it is observed that we get

reasonably converged solutions for N = 15 ... 20. Hence the extra collocation points are not really

necessary, and the corresponding high frequencies can be ignored. This is specially important for

small nip angles (eg. 1 degree), where the number of fourier coefficients for the larger series become

inordinately high. Thus n can be limited to a reasonable value, around 3000.

It is also noticed that the shear stress takes a lot more number of terms to converge than the

normal stress. However, the peak value of shear stress is not very important, as in the second

iteration for slip, the shear stresses get truncated to I-'O'r anyway.

6.3 Code Limitations

The Soong and Li formulation [13] introduces a limitation on the maximum thickness of rubber cover

given by the nondimensionalized parameter fk Equation 3.14 has to be evaluated multiple tim s

for increasing n. There is a problem here as the diagonal terms keep getting smaller in comparison

to the other terms, with the result that beyond a certain n, the matrix cannot be inverted. For

values of R;, around 1.0 (ie. a small rubber cover), the n upto which the matrix inverts correctly is

high. Problem arises for lesser values of Ri ~ 0.85 where the inversion problem crops up for values

of n as low as 1000. This is just not enough to achieve convergence, and the error can be seen in

the displacement plots (see figure 6.5).

Another limitation is that the formulation does not consider the direction of rotation of the

rollers. Hence, it appears that the solution obtained really simulates the situation where two rollers

are statically pressed together. The shear stresses for rollers that are in free rolling are not symmetric.
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Typical Nonnal Stress Distribution
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Figure 6.1: Typical normal stress profile.

6.4 Results

6.4.1 Complete Stick

Following are some plots that show the normal (Fig.6.1) and shear stress (Fig.6.2) distribution at

the nip, as well as the deformation profiles for a generic problem. The first deformed shape is

for the case where the rollers and rubber properties are identical (Fig.6.3). The next one is for the

same problem but with a much tiffer rubber cover for one roller (Fig.6.4). Th figure following

this (Fig.6.5) shows the error in displacements that appear as a result of considering a larger rubber

thickness (lli = 0.8).

6.4.2 Load - Displacement Curves (P - 6)

To validate the stress profiles obtained earlier, P - fJ curves are constructed by integrating the

radial stress over the nip length, and compared with the tests on 4 different roller configurations

- these tests were carried out at Oklahoma State University and 3M. For comparison, the P - fJ

predicted by the Lindley (2.9), Johnson (2.4) and Lame (2.10) relations are shown as well. The

simplified analytical study by Lindley (see section 2.4.1) takes into account the compression induced

stiffening of rubber properties. But the nip-code answers seem to match the unstiffened correlations

of section 2.2.1 better. The reason probably is that in the numerical test problems that were solved

with the nip-code, a maximllm half contact width angle of 6° has been considered. However, this does

not give sufficient rubber compression to make the stiffening effect to be felt. Also, the Lindley load

displacement expression (equation 2.9) seems to underpredict the load at small deformations. Th

nip code thus fares much better when compared to the 'Lame' and 'K.L. John on' load-displacement

relations (equations 2.10 and 2.4).

The roller configurations and corresponding figure numbers are given below:
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Typical Shear Stress Distribution
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Figure 6.2: Typical shear stress profile.

Symmetric Displacement
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Figure 6.3: Symmetric deformed shape.
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UnsymmBtric Displacement
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Fi.gure 6.4: Unsymmetri.c deformed shape - Rubber on one roller stiffer (x 10).
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Figure 6.5: Error in deform d shape: low ii = 0.8.
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00=6.5In, CT=a.251n, Du=60
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Figure 6.6: P - r5 : OD 6.5in CT 0.25in Du = 60 f4. = 0.92.

Fig.6.6 : OD 6.5in CT 0.25in Du = 60 Rj = 0.92

Fig.6.7 : OD 2.5in CT O.25in Du = 80 Ri = 0.80

Fig.6.8 : OD 5.0in CT a.50in Du = 60 Rj = 0.80

Fig.6.9 : OD 7.5in CT 0.75in Du = 80 Ri = 0.80

where OD is the outer dia of rubber cover, CT is the cover thickness, and Du is the Young's modulus

in Durometers.

A formula for convenient conver ion for the Young's modulu of rubber from Durometer to 'psi'

is given below :

E = 26.549 exp(.0524D)

The table below gives the same conversion for some common Durometers :

IRHD Eo (Young's mod-psi)

30 130

35 168

40 213

45 256

50 310

55 460

60 630

65 830

70 1040

75 1340

80 1756.4
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Figure 6.7: P - J : OD 2.5in CT 0.25in Du = 80 ~ = 0.8.
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Figure 6.8: P - b : OD 5.0in CT 0.5in Du = 60 Ri = 0.8.
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OD=7.5in, CT=O.75in, Du=80
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Figure 6.9: P - 0 : OD 7.5in CT 0.75in Du = 80 R.; = 0.8.

6.4.3 Slip Solution

As was explained earlier I the slip solution is a two step process. First, a stick solution is obtain d,

and the slip locations determined. Next, for the slip zones, the slip equations are used for a second

solution. It is expected that in locations where the shear stress magnitude exceeds that of the

maximum possible shear allowpd by friction (lTJ ::; IllarD, the shear stress should get limited to the

value of the normal stress scaled by a factor 11, the coefficient of friction. However arriving at a slip

olution required some effort, and involved making consid rable changes to the coding of IP-SYM.

For the complete stick solutions, the shear stresses are not directly conn cted to th normal

stre ses, and thus only the normal stresses showed a high frequency oscillation that could be easily

got rid of by dropping the erroneous last term. However, the slip solution is a two step process,

and in the second step, the shear stresses get directly related to the normal stresses in the same

equation. Hence the oscillations in the normal stress make an appearance in the shear stress as well.

The problem is that the oscillations are not limited to the highest frequency (shear distribution in

the stick region is smooth) and just dropping the last shear term does not help. It was seen that as

one increases the number of collocation points, the magnitude of the oscillation drops. At around

N = 100 the oscillations are reasonably attenuated, and the error in the high frequency coefficients

are limited to the last few terms. Thus by dropping the last 20 terms, one can obtain a good shear

stress profile for slip. One should recall that one can obtain convergent solutions even with N = 20.

So, dropping the last 20 terms out of 100 does not affect the proper solution, just eliminates the

oscillation. A generic slip solution is shown in figure 6.10.

The indentation and the normal stresses are not affected by slip. Hence, if for example one has

to generate P - 6 curves, its not necessary to go in for a slip solution.
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Slip Results
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Figure 6.10: Slip solution: Initial and corrected shear stresses.

6.4.4 Velocity Ratios

The code outputs converged values for the velocity ratios of sheet and rollers (J.L and J.L). The
(1) (2)

variation of velocity ratios with coefficient of friction between roller and sheet (Prp) follow the trend

presented by Soong and Li [13], but the numbers are somewhat off (figure 6.11). This is essentially

due to a difference in the results for circumferential strain. It can be seen from the figure that as

the coefficient of friction reduces below 0.1, micro slip occurs which affects the nominal speed ratios

between the sheet and the two rollers.

The variation of velocity ratio along the nip has not been plotted as it is a constant. (The ratios

are between velocities outside of the nip and will remain a constant for any point within the nip).
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Figure 6.11: Variation of Velocity Ratios with Pri tion Coeff.
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CHAPTER 7

CONCLUSIONS

7.1 Understanding Nip Mechanics

Considering the complexity of the subject, a reasonably good understanding of the problem has been

gained during this work. The limitations and potential of the collocation method in modeling the

symmetric nip mechanics of rollers has been brought out. The major limitation of the method is that

it is limited to yielding correct solutions for very thin rubber covers. The solution incorporates certain

oscillations that are hard to get rid of. Since convergent results are obtained with 20 collocation

points, and 100 points are needed to get rid of the oscillations, the penalty in terms of computation

time can be guessed. This oscillation should go away if a formulation can be found where the number

of coefficients of the normal and shear stresses are equal (see equations 3.15 and 3.16). The velocity

ratios have also so far not yielded the expected answers. Th slip directions should depend on the

rolling direction, which has not been considered in the formulation.

7.2 Goals Met

7.2.1 Load-Displacement Curves

Load-Displacement curves were obtained that match experimental data very well. This is also a

very good check on the normal stre ses obtained.

7.2.2 Normal and Shear Stresses

Normal stresses match the Hertzian parabolic profiles very well (equation 2.3). This is because very

small indentations have been considered. Shear stresses (both with full stick and slip solutions)

match the profiles given in [6].

7.2.3 Displaced Shapes

Perfect displaced shapes have been obtained when the thin rubber cover limitation has been adhered

to (see figures 6.3 and 6.4).
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CHAPTER 8

FUTURE WORK

The only area where the current work has fallen short is in the evaluation of the velocity ratios.

Although converged solutions are obtained, they do not match the values obtained by Soong and Li

[13]. The thin cover limitation can be removed by using the formulation by Jorkama [10], but it will

need extensive changes to the code.

Since the problem with velocity ratios stems from an error in the evaluation of circumfer ntial

strain, a way out could be to obtain these strains using a different approach. Since rubber mat rials

are almost incompressible, their volumetric strain should be zero. (Volumetric strain is equal to the

sum of the three normal strains). As the strain along the roller axis is taken to be zero (plain strain

conditions), the circumferential strain should be approximately equal to the negative of the radial

strain. As the radial displacements are correct (checked against experimental load-displacement

curves), presumably the radial strains are correct as well.

There a1'e a number of other formulations that appear to be th oretically sound, and which

hould be explored. One such work is by Kalker [7]. Kalk r uses a Gr en's function approach. His

treatment of the rolling direction and its influence on slip seems to be more robust.
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